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ABSTRACT
The sight distance (SD) on a three-dimensional (3-d) compound curve has been studied recently
in the absence of obstacles at road sides. Often, physical barriers are installed at road sides or in
a roadway median for reducing potential collision severities; these rigid, semi-rigid, or even
temporary cushion-type barriers can limit or reduce the driver’s sight distance, depending on
their horizontal offset distances away from the nearest edge of traveled way (ETW).  The closer
a barrier to the ETW is, the shorter the driver’s sight distance would be. Since most barriers are
constructed to prevent running-off road or crossing-median collisions, it is crucial to check
whether the installation would reduce the driver’s sight distance and potentially cause other
traffic collisions such as rear-end or side swipe collisions.  In this paper, an exact analytic
framework is formulated with derived equations the first time to calculate the sight distance on a
3-d compound curve in the presence of a median barrier, a roadside barrier, or a temporary
cushion or barrier used for construction or other maintenance purposes. This framework provides
an engineer a handy tool to examine the possible change of SD in the presence of a barrier and
choose the required horizontal offset/clearance of a barrier from the nearest traveled way edge to
meet certain design criteria or standards. This critical offset distance determined using this
framework not only reinforces the importance of having roadside clearance recovery zones on
highways but also provides a method to determine its horizontal clearance from a different
standpoint. This analytic framework can easily be programmed into an Excel spreadsheet to
evaluate the design of a physical barrier and its potential influence on sight distance along a 3-d
compound horizontal and vertical curve. Transportation engineers or practitioners may find this
design tool handy and useful once the programmed spreadsheet is saved in a shared or a
flash/thumb drive. Note that the sight distance on a two-dimensional curve, such as a horizontal
or a vertical curve, can be calculated straightforward as special cases using the programmed
spreadsheet.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Sufficient driver sights distance (SD) is provided for most roadways to enhance traffic
operational safety. Often, physical barriers are installed along road sides or median to
prevent certain types of traffic collisions; but the influence of the barriers on SD hasn’t
been explored before for a 3-d compound vertical and horizontal curve.  In this paper,
the influence of a installed barrier on the SD along a 3-d compound curve is evaluated
first time by incorporating horizontal offset of a barrier from the nearest edge of traveled
way (ETW) and extending the exact formulation for a compound 3-d curve presented
before [1-2].  The possible SD reduction in the presence of a roadside barrier and/or a
median barrier will be addressed and discussed in details. Furthermore, a numerical
example for computing the SD on a compound 3-d vertical and horizontal curve is
presented to showcase this framework set up using an Excel spread sheet. 
2. FORMULATION: 
A compound 3-d curve with both the horizontal and vertical features on highways is
often constructed for highway connectors, ramps, mountain highways, and other
occasions. By adopting parameters which have been employed to characterize vertical
and horizontal curve on a 2-d plane, both the horizontal and vertical features of this
compound 3-d curve can be built into the following expression for the ETW [1-2]: 
(1)
Where quantity and The projection of the curve on x-y plane
is a circular curve with a radius ‘R’, and the projection of the curve on x-z plane is a
vertical curve in the interval 0 ≤ x ≤ L.  In addition, the grade of this vertical curve is
equal to A at x = 0 and –A at x = L.  Parameter ‘A’, half of the difference between the
starting and the ending slope of the curve, is positive for a crest curve and negative for
a sag curve.  Again, note that Eq. (1) can be used for describing the centerline, the
roadway median, or the edge of traveled way, depending on the origin of the coordinate.
One can simply shift the coordinate by a displacement vector of fixed magnitude from
the median/centerline to an ETW or vice versa. What if the curve is concaved downward
instead of convex upward as shown in Eq. (1)? All one needs to do in this situation is to
change the sign of the y-component, uy, to –uy in Eq. (1); this change can be easily done
on an excel spreadsheet for computing the SD. 
To facilitate the rest of discussions in this paper, Eq. (1) is employed to representing
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the ETW nearest to a present barrier or obstacle.  The tangent vector t at an arbitrary
point on the curve is given by the following expression.  
(2)
The unit vector t^ is found by normalizing the tangent vector t with the function
, namely , where 
(3)
(4)
Where the expression . The unit normal vector p^ of a pavement surface,
lying in the x-z plane and perpendicular to t^, is given by
(5)
The curved line where the barrier surface intersects the ground usually varies with the
slope beyond the shoulder or paving status beyond the traveled way edge.  Without
entangling into the details of the roadway cross section, we pay attention to the offset
distance ‘D0’ from the edge of traveled way to the 3-d curve line where the pavement
surface plane interests the barrier surface. This 3-d line of intersection between the
barrier surface and the pavement surface plane is represented by 
(6)
where the unit normal vector l
^
perpendicular to normal vector p^ and tangent vector t^ is
given by
(7)
Straightforward evaluation using Eq. (2) and Eq. (5) yields
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(8)
The 3-d line of intersection can now be explicitly expressed as:
(9)
The surface of the barrier usually quite straight upward and can be well approximated
by the cylindrical surface for Equation (9), namely
(10)
The exact height of the barrier isn’t as important as it seems because its height might be
modified by added traffic devices on top or masked in part by other objects behind such
as ivies, plants, posts, columns etc. Even if part of the driver’s sight line goes above an
installed barrier, the driver’s vision would be partially blocked; consequently
considering the barrier height extended upward indefinitely would be a more reliable
practice. 
If a driver’s sight line is blocked, it would impinge on the cylindrical surface, and its
projection would intersect the circular curve in the x-y plane projected from the surface
Ω(x, y, z)  given by Eq. (10).  The driver’s unblocked sight line can be drawn between
the top of an object at location w⇀
o
(x
o
) and the eye position at w⇀
e
(x
e
), where the pair of
coordinates x
o
and x
e
are associated with the sight distance evaluated with a clear
roadside zone which is free of possible blocking on driver’s sight from roadside and
median obstacles. The coordinate pair, x
o
and x
e
, can be done easily following the
computation scheme that has been theorized before [1-2].  Noting that
(11)
(12)
Where the parameters h
o
and h
e
represent respectively the object’s height and driver’s
eye height above the ground surface, one may express the eye sight line as 
(13)
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The projection of this 3-d straight line onto the x-y plane will be
(14)
If the cylindrical surface, represented by Eq. (10), and the straight line, represented by
Eq. (14) doesn’t intersects, the following function holds no solution for a given
barrier offset by the distance ‘D0’, namely, ≠ 0 for all points on the curve, 
(15)
Although Eq. (15) looks simple, it contains all parameters introduced for the compound
curve.  Positive > 0 for all points on the curve physically means that a given sight
line from the driver’s eye at w⇀
e
to the object tip at w⇀
o
isn’t blocked in the presence of a
barrier for a given pair of x
e
and x
o
.  Function decreases with ‘D0’; at some
particular ‘D0’, the eye sight line is going to be tangent to the barrier surface where
vanishes, namely =0; and decreasing D0 further will cause turns
negative for a small interval of x where the sight line would be if it could penetrating
the barrier.  On the other hand, for a small ‘D0’, the sight distance computed with xe and
x
o
for roadside or road median free of obstacles, needs to be reduced by moving the
object location x
o
to a new spot, x
of, closer enough to the eye location xe such that the
function vanishes at one point but positive for all other points on the curve. The
resulted reduced sight distance will be computed using the new pair x
e
and x
of following
the Boole’s Formula [3]. Theoretically, the object coordinate x
of beyond which a driver’s
sight line may be blocked can be found by simply iterating Eq. (15) with different x
of
till the function vanishes only at one point and positive at all other points in the
interval  0 ≤ x ≤ L.  Numerically, starting with an ordered interval [x
o1, xo2] for the
coordinate x
of, where it is required that function xof =xo1 > 0 for all x or all points 
on the curve and  
xof =xo2 < 0 at least for some points on the curve, one can keep 
bisecting this ordered interval by making sure that this requirement on function 
is met in the subsequent bisected intervals till the size for the M-th bisected interval
[x
o1,m, xo2,m], which is equal to (xo1 – xo2)/2M becomes accurate to the millimeter range
or small enough for practical uses; then, it would be safe to assign x
of = xo1,m. 
3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES FOR SIGHT DISTANCE ON A 3-D COMPOUND CURVE
In order to illustrate the use of the proposed framework for the sight distance
determination in the presence of a barrier, we consider a compound crest and circular
(CCC) curve with a length parameter ‘L’ set to the critical length ‘L
c
’, which is equal to
.  In this situation, the driver with the eye height of h
e
on one end
of the curve sees the object with a height of  on the other end of the curve, assuming the
driver’s sight is unblocked by any roadside obstacle.  But this sight distance would be
reduced if a physical barrier is installed close to the roadway, namely when the offset
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distance of the barrier from the nearest traveled way edge ‘D
o
’, is less than some critical
distance ‘D
oc
’.  Setting parameters R, A, h
e
, and h
o
respectively to 100 m, 0.04, 1.07 m,
and 0.61m, the corresponding critical length ‘L
c
’ is found to be approximately 82.395 m
(270.32 ft).  The minimal offset distance ‘D
oc
’ beyond which the driver’ sight distance
will not be affected or reduced can be viewed as a minimal roadside horizontal
clearance and is determined to be 8.89 m (29.17 ft) for this case using Eq. (15).
Iterating Eq. (15) for an offset distance D
o
below the critical distance ‘D
oc
’, the
corresponding coordinate  can be determined and the related sight distance ‘S’ can be
computed via Eq. (15). Plotted in Figure 1 are the dashed line for x
of – xe and the solid
line for the SD on the curve in the presence of the barrier with an offset distance D
o
.
The sight distance S on the curve from coordinate x
e
to x
o
can be calculated exactly by
integration, namely
(16)
It can be seen from the graph that the sight distance drops steeply as the barrier offset
distance D
o
becomes small, and in this case the minimal D
o
for the end points of the
curves in Figure 1 is 0.1m (4”). Theoretically, this SD will vanish if a driver’s eye is
right above the ETW; and practically, this scenario may be applicable to a situation
where an one-way street has roadside barriers or a situation where a median
barrier/obstacle is present regardless of driving conventions because the SD reduction
will be more critical on one side of the road or the median barrier.  On a two-way road,
an additional around 4-ft driver’s seat offset from a roadside barrier exists unless all
drivers are motorcyclists or motorbikers. Anyway, an engineer should be careful when
reasoning the SD reduction using a plot similar to Fig. 1 by keeping in mind the driving
scenarios with respect to the location of the barrier. On the other hand, one may simply
follow the procedure discussed so far for computing the SD by adding the driver’s seat
offset D
r
along the y-axis direction to Eq. (1), namely, replacing u (x) by u (x) + D
r
l
^
in
Eq. (1), then iterating Eq. (15) again to determine the exact reduced sight distance if any
due to the presence of a roadside barrier on a two-way road or a one-way road that has
been converted from a two-way road by introducing a negative offset. 
Examining Figure 1 carefully, one may find that the sight distance decreases linearly
with the offset distance D0 in the neighborhood of below Doc, which is 8.89m or 29.17ft
in this case; and this decreasing in SD becomes quite nonlinear when the offset is near
or below few meters or a few feet. The SD reduction can be quite impressive because it
drops 52.8% in this case from 85.07m at D
o
= D
oc
to 40.17m at D
o
= 2.0m while the
offset distance D
o
reduces 77.5% from the critical offset D
oc
. Beyond the critical offset
distance D
oc
, the SD remains unchanged or unaffected, reinforcing the importance of
the clear recovery zone along roadsides for enhancing traffic safety. Additionally, this
critical offset clearance D
oc
isn’t universal in contrast with fixed clearance distance
proposed in AASHTO [4] and should be determined exactly based on a framework of
physical understanding as proposed in this paper. The curve length in this example
parameter ‘L’ is set to L
c
for a particular situation; if the parameter L is chosen to be
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other number, namely, L ≠ L
c
, one must first find the location on the curve where the SD
is minimal in absence of roadside and/or median barrier/obstacle following
methodology/computational scheme discussed in details before [1-2], next compute the
SD at this location in presence of barrier/obstacle on the roadsides or the road median
by iterating Eq. (15), and then check the a few different spots of coordinate x
e
near the
selected location to ensure the computed SD is indeed minimal and no manual errors
have been introduced to the numerical computation.  
Figure 1. With parameters A, L, and R set at 0.04, 84.395m, and 100m, the solid
line is plotted for the reduced sight distance SD against the offset distance
Do, and the dashed line is plotted for the x-coordinate difference, xof – xe,
between the driver’s eye and an road object ahead.  
Since the numerical example presented above is for a CCC curve, questions may be
raised concerning the application framework for a compound sag and circular (CSC)
curve.  Noting that the difference between these two curves is the sign change of the
grade ‘A’ in Eq. (1), which is positive for a CCC curve and negative for a CSC curve. If
Eq. (15) has been programmed into a excel spreadsheet, all one needs to do is to assign
grade ‘A’ a negative number instead a positive number employed for computing SD on
a CCC curve. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
In this paper, a unified analytic framework integrating the driver’s eye height,
object/vehicular tail light height, and a compound 3-d horizontal and vertical curve is
constructed to evaluate possible SD reduction the first time in presence of road barriers
or any physical obstacle on the compound curve. The determination of this SD is
achieved by introducing the Boole’s algorithm to compute the SD to reach any
practically desired accuracy. A numerical example showcasing this framework in the
presence of road barriers is inputted into an Excel spread sheet to demonstrate that the
reduced SD can be computed easily. The influence of barriers or obstacles on SD can
be well visualized in a figure plotted out against the barrier or obstacles offset distance
from the nearest ETW. Additionally, this framework may serve in part as a base for
understanding and/or determining the sizes of a roadside clear recovery zone, which
has been proposed in literatures but clear explanations are still to be explored based on
an integrated analytic setting [4].  The standard form for the ETW traced out by a
driver on a compound 3-d curve is given by Eq. (1). In practices, any non-standard
form for this 3-d curve can be transformed to the standard form via a 3×3 unitary
matrix converting an arbitrary engineering coordinate to match the 3-d coordinate for
the standard form.  For example, the compound curve with its circular projection
concave downward along the negative y-direction can be transformed by its mirror
reflection to the standard form given by Eq. (1) as a curve with its y-component convex
upward in the positive y-direction.
An engineer or a designer should have in mind the proper horizontal offset from
driver’s eyes to a roadside obstacle or an installed barrier; this offset distance D0
physically very much rely on two parameters, the outside wheel path offset from the
barrier/obstacle and the driver’s seat location within the moving vehicle, which is well
correlated with the vehicle width.  The exact magnitude assigned to this offset distance
would be determined based on possible roadway driving or collision scenarios, which
is likely to be the construct of a practitioner’s vision, standard practices, expert opinions,
physical observations or other relevant inputs. With this said, one should bear in mind
that Eq. (1) represents the trajectory traced out by the moving vertical projection of
driver on the road surface and the programmed Eq. (15) quenches out the logical SD for
a given offset distance D0, a parameter to be adjusted to fit anticipated driving scenarios.
Presented in the numerical example in this paper is the minimal or the most critical
driver’s SD, where the driver’s trajectory is assumed to be on an ETW.   
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